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A. VEGUA

A nonparametric statistical method for the determination

of a confidence interval for the mean of a set of results

obtained in a laboratory intercomparison

Introduction Tne results sent by different laboratories participating in

the intercomparison exercises-organised by the IAEA, have been

treated so far on the basis of the normal distribution ^ .

Numerous intercomparison runs organized in the past years have shown that

most, of -fciie sets of ̂a+a can be roughly cfT'si^f**^ as normal populations.

However, there are cases where, obviously, results are not normally distributed.

In such cases, the application of a nonparametric method for the estimation of

a confidence interval for the mean seans to be more suitable since such a

method requires few ̂ F P "iiĵ  irmc about the p*1]"*'1** "t'lTi of data.

In the following we propose a two-step statistical method which can be

applied to any set of analytical results:

1. of outliers by a nonparametric method based on
Tchebycheff 's inequality.

2. Determination of a confidence interval for the mean by a nonparametric
method hfgpfl on the binomial

is available only for of size ni lO.

El imitation Tchebycheff's inequality guarantees that, for any distribution,

of outliers the fraction of data beyond h standard deviations from the

mean is less than h~2, i.e. (2): P( |xi - yu| > h o )<-2 (1)

Die first term of the inequality re nts the probability that a result
be renote from the theoretical mean yu of the distribution by more than the

quantity hff, 0 being the theoretical standard deviation of the distribution.

In principle, Ichebycheff 's inequality can be applied only when n and C

are known, which is not the case here since we know only the following estimators
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of ,u and

-x)2 = estimator of O"

Ihe systematic error caused by using x instead of a. may be avoided by
considering tiie ^ sKriViTHmn of ^h^ difference dj x. - x , instead of the

original distribution of the results (x. = suspected outlier, x ^ = arithmetic

mean of the distribution of th

the expectation of d. is zero.

•mean of the distribution of the results after renewal of x.). As shown below,

The standard deviation Cf is estimated by S. In principle, this estimate

can be considered to be -valid only if the size of the sample is large.

Therefore, it is proposed to apply it only in the case of populations of size

n ^ 10. Indeed, the parameter h in Tchebycheff 's inequality determines only

a maximum d^via1'i"r| firm the mean, which is available for any ̂i cHHiiTHn~|.

Bar most of the definite distributions, this paraneter has a smaller value.

Therefore, Tchebycheff' s inequality has an inherent safety degree and it seems

justified to use it for samples of size as small as 10.

The reccmttended probability level which should be used in (1) is 0.10.

I n t h e race o f •^'inn'jj'i~'r*a1 i.'*"1!''1^ ?*•••»<*mgf t h i s T*r*pa«ii»'" "̂ g t o a one™sided

significance level of OC = 0.05 for the detection of outliers, which is usually
in other methods (1)

The mathematical procedure used in this test is similar to that applied

far the t-tsst when the theoretical mean of the distribution is not known

1. Ccnpite BE for the complete set of data (size n ) .

(3).

2. Bsnove fran the set of data the suspacted outlier x., i.e. the farthest

result from the mean x.

3. Compute x"n_1 and S 1 for the (n-1) xemaining results.
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He have:

J2. - ,2

n-2

4. Let us consider the difference: d. = x. - x .

-variance of d., when x. and x . are independent i s :

*v
According to the central limit theorem, the following equation i s

valid for large samples, also in the case of ron-nanral distributions (2).

(2)

n-1

where: 0 = theoretical standard deviation of the population of results
obtained after renoval of the suspected outlier.

The application of (2) i s justified since we have already stated that
this tes t i s only aspoptotically distribution-free. When the population of
results (without the outlier) i s normal, (2) i s also valid for snail samples (2)

If now we consider that x. belongs to the population of the (n-1)

other results, we have

= o2+ o2

n-1
-S or

n-1

l

2 2 2
C i s estimated by S _ , . Therefore, the estimate of O d. i s :

n-1

5. l e t us apply Eg. (1) to the distribution of d. and l e t us consider

the variable

h =

Id.. - E ( d j ) |
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E(d.) is the expectation (theoretical mean) of d.. Since d. = x. - x .

Therefore:

h-

According to (1) -h should (in 90% of the cases) be < V 10 = 3.162.

If h is found to be higher than this -value/ it is unlikely that x. belongs

to the population of the (n-1) other results, d e n x. can be considered

to be an "outlier" (for a two-sided significance level of w = 0.1O).

6. When an outlier is found by this method, it is rejected fran the

set of data and the whole procedure is repeated until no nore outlier can

be

of a Let us consider a set of results:

interval for obtained in the of an elsnsnt ox a

radionuclide in a laboratory intercanparison. We have

a sample of size n. We assume that the outliers are

rejected frcm this set of data by using the preceding method. The different

results nay be represented by the general term x..

can take values, each of them being connected with a

definite probability level. Therefore, x. can be considered as a randan

variable which belongs to a definite distribution. Let AI be the theoretical

mean of this distribution.



The frequency distribution of the analytical results as schematized,

for example, in a histogram form allows to estimate the probability density

function of the population of the results. Let us assume, for instance,

that the corresponding curve has a bimodal form similar to that given in

Fig. 1.

If the area between the x-axis and the curve is equal to 1, the shaded

area represents the probability that an individual result x± be higher

than the theoretical mean. Let us denote this probability by p.

If we admit that the following assumptions are satisfied:

1. -Each individual result of the set of data can be considered as a

"success" if it is > ji or as a "failure" if it is

2. The probability p that a result be higher than p is definite and

would not change if an other set of data produced by the same laboratories

working in the same experimental conditions was used instead of the original

set of results,

3. Hie n results are independent,

then ail results belonging to this set can be considered as the outcomes of

n independent repeated Bernouilli trials and the number of "successes"

(results > ji) considered as a randan variable belongs to a binomial dis-

tribution with an elementary probability p. Let us derate this number of

"successes" by B.

estimator of the probability of success p i s
B
n

:
A.
P (3)

where:
B = observed nanber of results higher than the theoretical mean yx
n = total iniDbsr of "accepted" results

An estimator of the standard deviation of p is :

Sp = (1-p) (4)
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On the other hand, since B belongs to a binomial distribution, we

h a v e ( 4 ) :

Expectation of B: E(B) = np (5)

(6)( Standard deviation of B: 0(B) = ynp(1-p)

where: p = theoretical probability of "success".

In the case of large samples, the binrniRi distribution nay be
(21

aflwuv-ingri-Bfl by the normal distribution . This is applied to the statistic

B and, in such cases, we consider that the distribution of B is normal and

has the characteristics given in (5) and (6).

Since the expectation of B, E(B), is equal to np, an estimator of E(B)

is np. Let us estimate a confidence interval on E(B).

p is estimated by p, but this estimation is based only on one "trial"

and is associated with an uncertainty. An estimation of a confidence interval
(4)for the probability of success p was given by Cloppsr and Pearson . For

small samples (n^10) tables give the values p^ (a) and P Q (a) for given B

and n such as:

The first term of the inequality represents the probability that p be

higher than p^a) and lower than pg(a) , a being the significance level which

is chosen.

Bar large sanples (n>10) the values p^cx) and PQ(GO may be appraxi-

by (4)

^ P - Z P / 2 )

« p + z(a/2)
n

V2

1/2

where p i s given by (3). 5te this "large sample approximation", z(P-/2) i s
given by the usual table of the normal distribution (for a = 0.05,
z( a /2)=i1.96) .
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The relation between G (B) and p is given by Bq. (6). Let us denote

CF(B) by y. We have:

y = [np(1-p)]1/2 (7)

p represents in (7) the theoretical value of the elementary probability

which is unknown. Let us estimate p by p and let us apply the large sample

approximation. We can write:

y = [npC1-p)]V2 (8)

p being a random variable/ distributed normally around p, n being a

definite constant (sample size). y is an estimator of y.

According to the law of propagation of errors, for small variations of

p around p, we can assume .that y varies normally around fnp(i-p)] , the

variances (J2? and C p being bound by the relation:

y = (9)

where: ^ = first derivative of y with respect to p.
dp

-*2 A
5s: y =

we have: 2ydy =

4p(1-p)

according to (9), we get:

4p(l-p)

n
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since Gy should be a posit ive number. By substituting Op by the estimator

Sp given in (4), we get the following estimation Sy of Cy :

Sy J |i-2p| (10)

Since y is rn estimator of 0 (B), we can writ i (10) in the following

with

3S(B)

S(B) = y

(11)

We notice that Sgf_, is minimum for p = 0.5 (synmstrical distributions)
and Tnaximam if p-»0 or p*-»1 (very skewed distributions). I t does not depend
on the sample size n.

Since we assume that S(B) is distributed normally, we can write:

Ynpd-p) - 1.96 S-fg) < S(B) <ynp(1-p) +1.96SS ( B )

or :

(12)

for a probability level equal to 0.95.

(12) may be written in the following form:

or:

which may be by:

(13)
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B belongs theoretically to a binomial distribution but, as discussed
previously, we can, for large samples (n»10), approximate this distribution
by a nantal distribution. Therefore, we can write (for a probability level
equal to 0.95):

E(B) - 1.96O(B) E(B) + 1.96 (J(B)

or: B - 1.96 C(B) $ E(B) £ B + 1.96 O(B)

(14)

(15)

Bar a given set of n data, the observed value of the statistic B is

equal to np. For this set of data, it can be seen that the most probable

value of E(B) is also equal to np. Therefore, according to (14), we can

consider that B is flsui r jT-yfrorj normally around this value with a standard

deviation CF(B) and we can write, for a probability level equal to 0.95:

np - 1.96 0(B) $ B ( np + 1.96 <J(B) (16)

If we take for O(B) its maximum possible value as given in (13), we

get, for a probability level equal to 0.95:

n p - 1.
with B = integer

p) + |1-2p|] 4 B f np + 1.96J Unp(1-p)'+ 11-2p |J (17)

In principle, the value of p as given in (3) should be determined by

considering, among n results, the B results which are above the theoretical

mean ji. Normally, u is not known. If we assume, however, that all laboratories

participating to the intercamparison would send different sets of n results

by working in the same experimental conditions (theoretical mean and pro-

bability density function unchanged), we would get different arithmetical

means ̂ , x^, x±, for the different sets of data. The theoretical

mean p. is equal to E(2i). By using x instead of u, a systematic error is

done. However, since a definite value of Bi = np^ corresponds to each x^, it

is intuitive that B^) = E(np\) = np (expectation of B). Therefore, the

theoretical mean of the distribution of np* is not altered by taking x in-

stead of ji for the '"^"•fl^iTi of B. The systematic error caused by using

the estimator p instrnd of the theoretical value of p, which is unknown, has

only an influence on the estimation of (7(B) = \|np(1-p) . The term |i-2p|

in Eg. 17 corrects for **»•»«; uncertainty.
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Tnerefore, instead of using the theoretical mean ji, which is unknown,

for the estimation of E and p, it is justilisd to use the arithmetical

mean x of the set of data obtained after elimination of the outliers.

Bg. 17 allows to determine a confidence interval for B. If we get,

accordinci to this equation, for a given set of n analytical results:

N, (18)

Where: N. and N 2 = integers

We know that the number of results -which are higher than the theoretical

mean sfnnnifl be an integer which can be:

- equal to N..

- included between N. and H 2

- equal to H2-

Ihen, we just need to classify the results in decs-easing order of

magnitude. Let us assume, for example, that we get in this way a series of

10 results:

3 > X4 > X 5 > X 6 > *7 > X8> X9

and that the application of Bg. 17 gives

We can expect, for a probability level equal to 0.95 that x., x_,

be higher than the theoretical mean p. (N. = 3), while Xg, x g,

should be lower than ji (N2 = 7). We conclude, therefore, that the theoretical

mean can nave any value included between y^ and x g, x, and Xg being excluded

from this interval, i.e-:

Xg < p < X3

We see that this nstbod allows to select among n analytical data which

results are probably -too high or too low to include the theoretical mean,,

without doing any assumption concerning the distribution of the results (it
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does not need to be normal). The confidence interval as given by Eg. 17

corresponds to a degree of probability equal to 0.95, but any desired pro-

bability level can be used to define the confidence interval for the mean.

We can notice that the distribution of results does not need to be

continuous. It can be fanned, for instance, by two or more compact groups

of results, the arithmetic mean being in an empty range (see Fig. 2). In

such a case, the value of the estimator p will be equal to the ratio of

the number of results obtained in the group > x to the total number of

results.

We give in the following an example of application of this method.

Example The method previously described was applied to the treatment

of the results obtained for the determination of chromium

inthe reference material A-11 {milk powder) * '. The data

fran different laboratories, classified in decreasing order of magnitude,

are given in Table 1.

The histogram of the distribution is shown in Fig. 3. We see that it

is obviously not possible to treat such a distribution on the basis of the

normal distribution. A dominant group of results exists below 0.05 ppm and

the skewness of the distribution is evident.

1. Detection of outliers by Tchebycheff's i

We apply Tchebycheff's inequality for a probability level equal to

0.90. This corresponds to a two-sided significance level a = 0.10 for the

detection of outliers. x

For the complete set of data, we have:

n = 16

x = 77.275

S = 289.034
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The result No. T (1160.000) is suspected to be an outlier. For the

-population of the 15 other results, we have:

n-1 = 15

= S.O93

= 13.802

We get (see p. 3 ) :

h = ' 3 " ' n ~ " = 81.020 > 3.162

The result No. 1 is detected to be an outlier and is removed fran the

set of data.

The next suspected outlier is the result No. 2 (52.167). Par the po-

pulation of the 14 other results, we have:

n-1 = 14

5^=1.730

Sn-1 - 4"746

We get: h = 10.267 >3.162

The result No. 2 i s detected to be an outlier and i s renoved fran the

set of data.

The next suspected outlier i s the result No. 3 (18,100). For the po-

pulation of the 13 other results, we have:

n-1 = 13

^ " °'471
Sn-1 = °'593

We get: h = 28.647 > 3.162

The result No. 3 is detected to be an outlier and is removed fran the

set of data.
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The next suspected outlier is the result No. 4 (2.003). Bar the po-

pulation of the 12 other results,we have:

n-1 = 12

^ 0.344

Sn-1 - °'391

We get: h = 4.077 > 3.162

The result No. 4 is detected to be an outlier and is removed fran the

set of data.

The next suspected outlier is the result No. 5 (1.300). For the po-

pulation of the 11 other results, we have:

n-1 = 11

*n-1 " °'257'
S ^ = 0.262

We get: h = 3.811 > 3.162

The result No. 5 is detected to be an outlier and is removed fran the

set of data.

The next suspected outlier is the result No. 6 (0.757). For the po-

pulation of the 10 other results, we have:

n-1 = 10

Sn-1 °'214

We get: h = 2.450 < 3.162

The result No. 6 is not an outlier. The application of the procedure

of detection of outliers is stopped.

Results detected as outliers are marked by an asterisk in Table 1.

L_
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The characteristics of the population of "accepted" results are:

n
X

Sn-1

= 11
= 0.257
= 0.262

2. of a confidence interval for the mean;

We can use the "large sample approximation" since n >10 and apply the
genecal formula given in Eg. 17:

np - 1.96[\/np(1-p) + B * np + 1.96 Wopd-p) +np

with B = integer

Table 1 shows that the number of "accepted" results higher than the

arithmetical mean x (0.257) is equal to 5. Therefore:

$ B/n =5/11 - 0.455
0.545

and np =B = 5

The arrt1ir^ri"'"t' of the general formula gives:

1.588 <:B< 8.412

with B = integer, that means that B can have one of the following values:
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.

The TniTriTnin number of results higher than the theoretical mean u should
be equal to 2, the maximum number of these results should be equal to 8. If
we look on the "accepted" results given in Table 1, we see that:

0.031 < ji < 0.600

(for a probability level equal to 0.95).

In table 2, we compare the results obtained by this method with those
obtained by Or. Dybczynski's method based on the normal distribution and
the use of the DGSK test for the elimination of outliers. Both methods give
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the same mean value since the same outliers were eliminated. The confidence

interval for the mean is larger for the nanparametric method. -We compare

also the results given by this method with those obtained on the basis of

the log-normal distribution (the individual results were converted to their

decimal logarithms, the mean and the confidence interval were computed as

for a normal distribution, then the ancilogaritlms of these parameters were

. in the case of- this approach, outliers were detected by the

simultaneous use of Tchebycheff 's inequality and of the t-test at a signi-

ficance level of a = 0.01 (only one outlier was found by either test). The

insan value so obtained is higher, and the confidence interval considerably

large.

Fran the results shown in Table 2, we see that only the nonparametric

method takes into consideration, at least partly, the daninant group of

results < 0.050 ppm, without losing the expectation of values as high as

0.6 ppm for the mean. The daninant group is ignored by the two other methods.

Discussion The neon advantage of the nonparametric approach is

that no assumption about the kind of distribution to

which the results belong is necessary. The use of

Tchebycheff's inequality which is available, in principle, for any dis-

tribution, avoids to apply a procedure of detection of outliers which is

based on an assumption concerning the distribution of the results, thus

leading to an erroneous estimation of the mean if the corresponding

hypothesis is not true.

The method proposed here should not, however, be considered as an

ultimate solution of the problem of the statistical treatment of analytical

results in interccmparison runs. It has its own limitations and disadvantages,

as far instance:

1. This method is available only for large samples, of size at least

equal to 10. It cannot be applied when less than 10 laboratory means are

available for the determination of an element or a radionuclide in a

laboratory inter ocujAtri son.
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2. The large sample approximation (approximation of the binonial

distribution by the normal distribution) is justified only if the size of

the sample is large and the elementary probability not too near 0 or 1

(very skewed distributions).

3. The method is closely ~ related to the experimental data since the

limits of the confidence interval for the mean are two results belonging

to the set of data. These limits would change if these results had other

valuiss but still the same rank in the classification according to the order

of magnitude.

4. if this method solves the problem of the uncertainty about the kind

of distribution, it does not solve the problem: How were the results ob-

tained and can we consider that they belong to the same population? For
pvamn1pf a Vviinnflai i3< ul r jt-qjt-jnn can OCCUT When tWD d i f f e r e n t ffliaTyfri'fal

methods, giving significantly different results, mainly contribute to the

production of the data. In such a case, one mode nay be predominant only

because most of the results were got by the corresponding method. The pro-

bability density function will show a maximum for this node, but this does

not mean, in analytical sense, that the results near this mode have more

to be true than the other ones.

In spite of these disadvantages, we think that this method gives a

more realistic estimation of the confidence interval for the mean than

other methods based on definite distributions. Of course, only its application

to a large number of samples will show whether it may have a general appli-

cability or not.

L_
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Cr in Milk Powder A-11

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Oode No.

4

22

43 A
16 B
16 A
13

35 B
34

40 A
24

36

14

19 A
42

19 B
19 C

mean (ppn)

1160.000 *
52.167 *
18.100 *
2.003 *
1.300 *
0.757
0.600
0.500
0.326
0.280
0.194
0.056
0.042
0.031
0.022
0.016

Method of
determination

XRF

AftS

KAA

AAS

AftS

ASS

MS

AftS

AftS

ES

NftA

NftA

mn
AAS

NAA

NftA

XBP

AA5

£5

ES

NAA

X-ray f luorescence
atcimn

Trass

neutron activation analysis
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Or in Milk Powder A-11

Oanparison of different

Jfethod x Oonfidarps interval Outliers Detected by

Dr. Dybczynski's 0.257 0.081 - 0.433
msthod

1160.CO0
52.167
18.100
2.003
1.300

DGSK test

0.363 0.099 - 1.339 1160.000 t-i-test (0=0.01)
Tcbebycheff's

0.257 0.031 - 0.600 1160.000 1
52.167
18.100
2.003
1.300 )

TChefcoreheff's
inequality

Confuted far a probability level equal to 0.95



density of
probabili ty

Pig. 1 Estimation of the elementary probability p

density of
probability

Kg. 2 Case of a discontinuous population
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